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Abstract
We present scanning drift tube measurements of electron swarm transport coefficients in CO as
a function of the reduced electric field E/N at room temperature under time-of-flight conditions.
The measurements are compared to modeling results and other available experimental data on
swarm transport over the broad range of E/N from 2Td to 1603 Td. The modeling results are
obtained in Monte Carlo simulations and by solving the electron Boltzmann equation using a
multi-term approach and the density gradient expansion procedure. We find generally good
agreement between the measured and calculated transport coefficients. We propose a strategy to
improve the cross-section set used to explain certain discrepancies at lower E/N values.
Measurements and calculations of electron transport coefficients under hydrodynamic
conditions are complemented by Monte Carlo simulations of electron transport in an idealized
steady-state Townsend (SST) setup. The ionization coefficient is calculated as a function of E/N
from the spatial density profiles of the electrons and compared to the corresponding values
evaluated from the knowledge of the effective ionization frequency, drift velocity and
longitudinal diffusion coefficient. Contrary to the traditional views, according to which the
spatial relaxation of the mean energy and other transport properties for electrons in molecular
gases is most commonly monotonic or quasi-monotonic, we find a ‘window’ of E/N where the
SST transport properties of the electrons exhibit oscillatory behavior as they relax towards the
equilibrium state far downstream from the electron emitting boundary.
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1. Introduction

The knowledge of electron collisions and transport pro-
cesses in CO is of key importance for understanding funda-
mental electron–CO interactions that occur in nature and in a
wide variety of technological applications. CO is one of the
main constituent molecules of Martian and Venusian upper
atmospheres [1, 2] and it most likely had played a signific-
ant role in the prebiotic chemistry and synthesis of organic
molecules in the weakly reducing atmosphere of Primordial
Earth [3]. Electron collisions with the CO molecule are also
important for observing and modeling infrared CO emissions
from Jupiter, Uranus, Neptune and Titan (see [2] and refer-
ences therein). In particular, the presence of CO in Titan’s
atmosphere reduces the production of tholins [4] and strongly
affects both number density and particle size of the aerosols
[5]. Similar effects have recently been examined in the atmo-
sphere of Triton, Neptune’s largest satellite [6]. Electron scat-
tering by CO is also relevant for studies of cometary [7, 8]
and exoplanet atmospheres [9, 10]. Furthermore, since CO is
one of the most abundant gases in the molecular clouds of the
interstellar medium, studies of electron–CO interactions are
important in astrochemistry [11, 12].

CO also has a broad range of plasma-based technology
applications, ranging from plasma etching [13, 14] and plasma
medicine [15] to gas lasers [16–20] and syngas6 produc-
tion [21–23]. In particular, CO is an unavoidable component
of CO2-containing plasmas, as both of these molecular species
are involved in a number of common chemical reactions [24].
Recent experimental and modeling studies on the production
of oxygen onMars are a good example in this context [25, 26].
Another example is the activation of the CO2 molecule using
a wide range of plasma sources, where the CO molecule is
one of the most important resultant species [27, 28]. The fur-
ther development of these technologies depends on an accurate
knowledge of the cross sections for electron scattering with
CO, the transport properties, and the electron-induced pro-
cesses involved.

In the literature, some cross-section sets for electron scat-
tering with CO were already reported. Experimental work on
electron collisions in CO prior to the mid-1980s is summar-
ized in the review article of Trajmar et al [29]. More recently,
cross sections for electron–CO interactions were reviewed by
Itikawa and a recommended cross-section set was produced
[12]. Similar work was performed by Brunger and Buckman
[30], and Anzai et al [31]. As noticed by Vialetto et al [32],
these cross-section sets are not complete and cannot be dir-
ectly used as input data in kinetic modeling of electron swarms
and plasmas. The first complete cross-section sets for elec-
tron scattering in CO were developed by Hake and Phelps
[33], and Land [34]. The former is tabulated and is avail-
able in the Phelps database of LxCat [35]. Poparić et al stud-
ied vibrational excitation of the CO molecule experimentally
[36], and subsequently a complete set of cross sections was

6 Syngas or synthesis gas is a mixture of H2 and CO used as raw material in
several chemical processes.

formed incorporating other relevant processes. Using these
cross sections as input in Monte Carlo simulations, rate coef-
ficients for electron impact excitation in DC [37] and RF [24]
electric fields as well as ionization rate coefficients in RF elec-
tric fields [38] were calculated.

Quite recently, complete cross-section sets were developed
by Biagi [39] and the Lisbon group [40]. Amongmany import-
ant points, the swarm-derived cross-section set of the Lisbon
group was developed with the particular focus on the correct
implementation of rotational excitation and de-excitation pro-
cesses for calculating the electron swarm transport coefficients
at lower values of E/N. The cross-section set can be found
in the IST-Lisbon database [41] within LxCat. The accuracy
of the proposed cross-section set was tested using the Lisbon
KInetics two-termBoltzmann solver [42]. The calculated elec-
tron swarm transport properties were compared with experi-
mental measurements at different gas temperatures and fairly
good agreement was found. A further refinement of this cross-
section set was performed by Vialetto et al [32] by consid-
ering different angular scattering models for rotational col-
lisions in Monte Carlo simulations and two-term Boltzmann
equation (BE) based studies. As a result of this study, a novel
anisotropic scatteringmodel was derived from the dipole-Born
differential cross sections, describing the strongly forward-
peaked nature of rotational collisions. In the same study, the
electron impact cross sections from Biagi’s Magboltz code
v11.10 [39] were also considered.

The present paper contributes to this body of work by
performing measurements of the electron swarm transport
coefficients in CO using the scanning drift tube technique
[43]. This technique has previously been used to measure the
electron swarm transport coefficients in a variety of atomic
and molecular gases [44–47] and to investigate the spatially
and temporally resolved electron kinetics in a homogeneous
electric field in argon gas, in the vicinity of an emitting
boundary [48].

The additional important aspect of the present work is that
we use the most recent cross-section set of electron scattering
with CO, which was developed and tabulated by Biagi inMag-
boltz v11.11 [39]. This set of cross sections was used as input
in simulations of the electron’s motion in our experimental
system and kinetic calculations using a multi-term approach
and the density gradient expansion procedure for the solution
of the electron BE. Among many important points, the new
and updated cross-section set offers a possibility to include the
anisotropic scattering for dipole rotational collisions, which is
based on the angular scattering model initially proposed by
Okhrimovskyy et al [49]. As our measurements were carried
out over the E/N range where the effects of rotational excita-
tions are minimal, we applied the isotropic model of scattering
for both dipole and quadrupole rotational excitations.

In this paper, as part of our ongoing investigations of elec-
tron transport in CO, we also study the spatial relaxation of
electrons in an idealized steady-state Townsend (SST) setup
using a Monte Carlo simulation technique. The generalization
of hydrodynamic conditions to non-hydrodynamic conditions
allows a better understanding of the electron transport near the
emitting electrode and the exact calculation of the effective
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SST ionization coefficient. In studies on the spatial relaxation
of electrons under SST conditions using Monte Carlo and/or
BE results, the primary focus has usually been on electrons
in atomic gases [50–63]. Some results related to N2 [52, 64],
CF4 [56], CO2 [59], CH4 [65] and synthetic air [66] can also
be found in the literature.

The primary purpose of this work is: (i) to present the
scanning drift tube measurements of electron swarm transport
coefficients and make comparisons with previous measure-
ments, (ii) to test the completeness and consistency of the most
recent Biagi’s cross-section set for electron scattering in COby
comparing the measured electron swarm transport coefficients
with those obtained from kinetic calculations and simulations,
and (iii) to investigate the spatial relaxation of electrons in an
idealized SST setup in CO with the particular emphasis upon
the calculation of the reduced effective Townsend ionization
coefficient. The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. In section 2, we briefly review the scanning drift appar-
atus for the measurement of electron swarm transport coeffi-
cients. In section 3, we outline themost recent cross-section set
for electron scattering in CO from Magboltz v11.11, includ-
ing the treatment of superelastic collisions. In section 4, we
present the methods of our calculations, including the basic
elements of a multi-term approach and density gradient expan-
sion procedure for solving the electron BE.We also discuss the
Monte Carlo method for simulating the electron swarm trans-
port properties in an infinite volume under hydrodynamic con-
ditions and under non-hydrodynamic conditions in an ideal-
ized SST setup. The results of this work are then given in
section 5. We begin with a brief outlook of the previous meas-
urements of electron swarm transport properties in CO. After
discussing the electron distribution function for time-of-flight
(TOF) and SST conditions, the experimentally measured drift
velocity, longitudinal diffusion coefficient and effective ioniz-
ation coefficient are presented in section 5.3, alongwith a com-
parison of calculations using the electron impact cross sections
fromMagboltz v11.11. In section 5.4 we present the results of
our study under non-hydrodynamic conditions in an idealized
SST setup. Finally, in section 6 we draw some conclusions
from the present study.

2. Experimental system

Our measurements of the electron transport coefficients are
conducted with a ‘scanning’ drift tube apparatus [43], which
has already been used for measurements in a number of gases
such as argon, synthetic air, methane, deuterium, carbon diox-
ide as well as in acetylene, ethylene, and ethane [44–47].
These previous publications provide a detailed description of
the experimental system. Therefore, only its main features are
presented here. The system operates under TOF conditions:
a cloud of electrons is initiated at t= 0 and its progression
is traced by detecting particles beyond a drift region whose
length is varied. The simplified scheme of the experimental
apparatus is shown in figure 1.

The drift cell is situated within a stainless steel vacuum
chamber, which can be evacuated by a turbomolecular pump

Figure 1. Simplified schematic of the scanning drift tube apparatus.

backed with a rotary pump, to a base pressure of the order of
∼10−7mbar. Carbon monoxide is supplied from a Linde Min-
ican container into the chamber via a mass flow controller and
its pressure is monitored with a Pfeiffer CMR 362 capacitive
gauge.

Electron swarms are initiated with ≈1.7µJ UV (266 nm)
light pulses of a frequency-quadrupled diode-pumped YAG
laser. The light of the laser enters the vacuum chamber via
a feedthrough equipped with a quartz window. Mg is used as
emitter material at the center of the negatively biased (cathode)
electrode.

The drift cell consists of two regions, which are separated
by a fine Ni mesh (with T= 88% ‘geometric’ transmission and
45 lines/inch density):

• Region (i) is the cathode-mesh region with a length of L1,
which is variable and can be set by a stepmotor via a vacuum
feedthrough. In this region, a homogeneous electric field is
established by biasing the cathode to a negative potential that
is provided by a BK Precision 9185B power supply. The
mesh is electrically grounded. When the drift length L1 is
changed, the cathode-mesh potential difference is adjusted
to ensure a fixed E/N irrespective of L1. During the scan we
use 53 values of the drift length, L1 is varied between 7.8mm
and 58.3mm.

• Region (ii) is the mesh-collector region, which the elec-
trons enter from region (i) via the openings of the mesh.
The collector is a flat stainless steel electrode positioned at
a fixed distance of L2 = 1mm behind the mesh. This elec-
trode is connected to a high speed current amplifier (type
Femto HCA-400M) that has virtually grounded input. The
amplified signal is recorded by a digital oscilloscope (type
Picoscope 6403B) with sub-ns time resolution. In this region
of the cell there is no electric field. The measured signal is
generated by the moving charges within the mesh-collector
gap: according to the Shockley–Ramo theorem [67–69] the
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Figure 2. Measured swarm maps for different values of E/N in CO (a)–(c), and vertical cuts of panel (b), which are the measured current
traces at the respective gap distances given in the legend (d). The data (for the measured current) shown in panels (a)–(c) have been
normalized to a maximum of 1.0.

current induced by an electron moving in a gap between two
plane-parallel electrodes with a velocity vx perpendicular to
the electrodes is I=−e0vx/L, where−e0 is the charge of the
electron and L is the distance between the electrodes (L= L2
in our case). The measured current at a given time t is

I(t) = c
∑

k

vx,k(t) , (1)

where c is a constant. The summation goes over all elec-
trons which are present in Region (ii) at time t, and
vx,k is the velocity component of the kth electron in the
x direction.

In panels (a)–(c) of figure 2 we illustrate some of the meas-
ured ‘swarm maps’ which represent the raw experimental res-
ults. These maps are composed from current traces recorded at
53 different values of the drift length (L1). A few of these traces
are shown in figure 2(d) for three values of L1, for the case of
E/N= 222Td. The swarm map obtained at 20.7 Td shows a
straight line whose width increases only slightly with the space
coordinate x, corresponding to a low rate of (longitudinal) dif-
fusion. The inverse of the slope of the line corresponds to the
bulk drift velocity. With increasing E/N, the onset of ioniz-
ation can also be observed. This becomes quite significant at
E/N= 1603Td as revealed by the rapidly growing magnitude
of the measured current with the position.

The derivation of the electron swarm transport coefficients
includes the bulk drift velocity, the bulk longitudinal diffu-
sion coefficient and the ionization frequency. It is based on
the fitting of the swarm maps using the solution of the dif-
fusion equation under hydrodynamic conditions [70, 71]. As
shown in our previous work [46], this procedure has an accept-
able accuracy. However, the peculiarities of the detector sys-
tem used in the drift tube call for adjustments of the measured
transport characteristics as explained below.

Electrons entering Region (ii) (the gap between the mesh
and the collector) contribute to the measured current until their
first collisions with the background gas molecules, as these
collisions randomize their velocities. The free path of the elec-
trons, for this reason, plays a crucial role in the magnitude
of the current. If the free path is longer than L2, the electron
reflection/sticking property of the collector material plays an
important role too, as the reflected electrons generate a current
contribution with an opposite sign with respect to that gener-
ated by the ‘incoming’ electrons. These effects have been ana-
lyzed in detail in [48]. It was found that the sensitivity of the
detector system changes with the pressure and the energy dis-
tribution of the electrons (and it depends of the gas itself, too).

Because of these dependencies, a correction procedure was
developed [46], which is based on the simulation of the elec-
tron’s motion in the experimental system, under the same
conditions at which experimental recordings for the transport
coefficients are made. These simulations also create a set of
swarm maps, which are also fitted by the same functional
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form as the experimental swarmmaps. At the same time, zero-
dimensional kinetic calculations are also carried out using the
same cross section set as in the simulations of the experimental
system and the resulting transport coefficients are compared
with those obtained from the fitting of the maps originating
from the simulations. The deviations observed here originate
from the imperfections of the measurement and data acquis-
ition methods and can be used to correct the transport coef-
ficients obtained from the experiments. For more details see
[46].

3. Cross sections for electron scattering in CO

In this work, we use the most recent cross-section set of elec-
tron scattering in CO, initially released by Biagi in Magboltz
v11.11 []. The cross-section set is stored internally and coded
directly into Magboltz v11.11, a publicly accessible Monte
Carlo code for calculating electron swarm transport coeffi-
cients. The cross-section set is developed on the basis of a
previous assessment of electron–CO collision cross sections
in Magboltz v11.10 [39] extended by recent measurements of
cross sections for vibrational excitations of the ground vibra-
tional state [72] and anisotropic scattering for the dipole rota-
tional collisions based on the angular scattering model by
Okhrimovskyy et al [49]. Additional new elements include
measured oscillator strengths for dipole transitions and cross
sections for a number of dissociative ionizations. In order
to improve the consistency of the cross-section set with the
experimental swarm data, the measurements of drift velocity
and diffusion coefficients normalized to mobility by Haddad
and Milloy [73], Petrović and Crompton [74], Nakamura [75],
Saelee and Lucas [76] and Pack et al [77] were used in the
swarm analysis.

The new and updated cross-section set from Magboltz
v11.11 was not modified during the calculations in the present
work. In other words, no iterative process was used to modify
the cross sections to improve agreement between the calcu-
lated transport coefficients and those from previous and cur-
rent measurements. However, the most recent set of cross
sections, which has been extracted from Magboltz v11.11 and
used here for calculations, differs considerably from the cross-
section set in Magboltz v11.10. This difference suggests the
need to test the coherence between the latest version of the
Magboltz v11.11 cross sections and our combined measure-
ments and calculations. For clarity and better visibility, the
cross sections used here are displayed in panels (a)–(c) in
figure 3.

The elastic momentum transfer cross section and cross
sections for rotational excitations are shown in figure 3(a).
Cross sections for rotational excitations were calculated using
the Born approximation for the dipole rotation interaction. The
total number of rotational transitions is 55, where 28 cross
sections are the transitions from the kth to the k+ 1 level,
i.e. dipole rotational states. The remaining 27 cross sections
refer to the transitions from the kth to the k+ 2 level, where

Figure 3. Cross sections for electron scattering in CO: (a) cross
sections for elastic momentum transfer and rotational excitations.
The rotational cross sections are multiplied by the corresponding
rotational level population at 293K, (b) cross sections for vibrational
excitations, electronic excitations, dissociation into neutral
fragments and dissociation of the Rydberg states, and (c) cross
sections for electron-impact ionization and dissociative attachment.
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the rotational levels are calculated based on the electric quad-
rupole moment of the CO molecule. As can be seen from
the figure, the cross sections for dipole rotational transitions
are extrapolated to high energies, while the cross sections for
quadrupole rotational transitions are simply reduced to zero
values for electron energies greater than approximately 2 eV.

Figure 3(b) shows cross sections for vibrational excitation,
electronic excitation, and dissociation into neutral fragments.
For comparison, the elastic momentum transfer cross section
is also shown. The present set includes 11 cross sections
for vibrational excitations. The cross sections were obtained
by integrating experimentally determined differential cross
sections for vibrational excitations over a wide range of scat-
tering angles and electron energies [72]. As for the electronic
excitation, the angle-integrated cross sections for vibrational
excitation v ′ = 0,1, . . . ,5–10 of the triplet state A3Π, vibra-
tional excitations v ′ = 0,1, . . . ,12 of the singlet state A1Π and
vibrational excitations v ′ = 0,1 of the singlet states B1Σ, C1Σ
and E1Π, respectively, are included in the present set. In addi-
tion to the cross sections for vibrational excitation of electronic
states, this set contains cross sections for the excitations of
the singlet states B1Σ, C1Σ, F1Σ, J 1Σ and L1Π, as well as
the cross sections for the excitations of the triplet states a’ 3Σ,
B3Σ, J 3Σ and C3Π. Electronic excitations for singlet states
E1Π, F1Σ, J 1Σ and L1Π are dissociative. Furthermore, the
current set of cross sections includes cross sections for the
dissociation of Rydberg states, the sum of triplet states, and
cross sections for neutral dissociationwhose energy thresholds
are greater than the threshold of the cross section for electron
impact ionization of CO molecules in the ground state.

Figure 3(c) displays the cross sections for ionization and
dissociative electron attachment. For comparison, the cross
section for transfer of momentum in elastic collisions is also
displayed. The total cross section for ionization is divided
into different channels, with different final products. The cross
section with the lowest threshold of 14.014 eV describes the
electron impact ionization of a CO molecule in the ground
state resulting in a CO+ ion. The remaining cross sections
describe dissociative ionizations whose products are CO+ ions
in the electronic excited states A2Π, B2Σ, respectively, the
cross sections for the production of C+ and O+ ions and cross
sections for the production of doubly ionized C++, and O++

ions. The last two cross sections describe ionization from the
K-shell of atomic carbon and oxygen, whose energy thresholds
of 285 eV and 532 eV, respectively, are much higher than those
for the production of CO+ ions.

Dissociative electron attachment in a CO molecule may
lead to the production of O− or C− negative ions. The cross
section for the dissociative electron attachment used in this
work is total and is not divided into individual cross sections
for the production of O− or C− negative ions. As can be
seen from figure 3(c), the cross section of dissociative electron
attachment extends in a very narrow energy range, approxim-
ately between 9 eV and 11 eV, and then its value drops sharply.
The maximal value is between 9.9 eV and 10 eV.

As for the cross sections for superelastic collisions, they
were obtained on the basis of the principle of detailed bal-
ance and were calculated exclusively for cross sections for

rotational excitation and the cross section for vibrational excit-
ation with a threshold of 0.266 eV. This is justified if we take
into account that the transport coefficients are calculated at
room temperature, and the first following cross section for
vibrational excitation has an energy threshold of 0.528 eV. In
other words, the influence of superelastic collisions, which
correspond to this vibrational excitation and the remaining
inelastic collisions with higher threshold energies, is minimal
on the distribution function and transport coefficients at a tem-
perature of 293K.

4. Methods of calculations

4.1. The diffusion equation: connecting the scanning drift
tube apparatus and theory

The scanning drift tube apparatus may operate in the regime of
strong gradients incorporating the non-hydrodynamic effects
in the close vicinity of the emitting electrode and in a weak
gradient regime, far away from the boundaries, where hydro-
dynamic conditions generally prevail [43, 48]. Transport coef-
ficients of the electrons are constant in both space and time
and they are exclusively defined in a weak gradient regime,
under hydrodynamic conditions [71, 78]. This suggests that
the present experimental setup should be directly analyzed via
the diffusion equation

∂tn(r, t)+W ·∇n(r, t)−D :∇∇n(r, t) = n(r, t)νeff, (2)

where n(r, t) is the electron number density, νeff = νi − νa, the
effective ionization frequency is the difference of the ioniza-
tion (νi) and attachment (νa) frequencies, W is the bulk drift
velocity, and D is a bulk diffusion tensor with two independ-
ent components, the bulk longitudinal diffusion coefficient,DL

and the bulk transverse diffusion coefficient, DT. The present
experimental measurements were carried out under conditions
where the effects induced by higher order transport coeffi-
cients are negligible, limiting the diffusion equation to drift
and diffusion only [79, 80].

The present discussion can be further simplified for the
scanning drift tube apparatus as the spatial gradients in the
electron number density are present only along the electric
field direction. As the electric field lies along the x-axis, then
equation (2) reduces to

∂tn(x, t)+W∂xn(x, t)−DL∂
2
x n(x, t) = n(x, t)νeff. (3)

Assuming the following initial and boundary conditions

n(x,0) = n0δ (x) ,

n(x, t) = 0, (x→∞, t> 0) , (4)

the solution of equation (3) is given by [70]:

n(x, t) =
n0

(4πDLt)
1/2

exp

[
νefft−

(x−Wt)2

4DLt

]
, (5)

where n0 is the initial electron density. This solution repres-
ents a Gaussian pulse, whose peak drifts with the bulk drift
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velocityW and diffuses about the center-of-mass according to
the bulk longitudinal diffusion coefficient,DL. This expression
describes the spatio-temporal evolution of the electron dens-
ity and represents the direct connection between the scanning
drift tube apparatus and theory. In the present work, this solu-
tion of the diffusion equation is fitted using the transport coef-
ficients νeff,W and DL as adjustable variables, until the best
fit of the measured signal for each E/N is obtained. Based
on the various sources of experimental uncertainties (e.g. the
gap length, time resolution, the temporal stability of the laser
intensity, noise level, etc) we estimate that the value of the
reduced electric field is determined within 3% for E/N-values
!8Td, and this uncertainty increases up to 12% for values
down to 2 Td. Similarly, the accuracy of the determined drift
velocity is "3%, while for the longitudinal diffusion coeffi-
cient and the effective ionization coefficient, the data points
with errors greater than 15% were not considered.

In addition to the bulk transport coefficients, flux transport
coefficients may be defined using the flux gradient relation
[78]. Expanding the flux of the electrons in terms of gradients
of n(x, t) assuming the one-dimensional (1D) case, we get

Γ(x, t) =W⋆n(x, t)−D⋆
L∂xn(x, t) , (6)

where W⋆ and D⋆
L are the flux drift velocity and the flux lon-

gitudinal diffusion coefficient, respectively. Although the flux
transport coefficients are not directly measurable quantities in
swarm experiments, including the scanning drift tube appar-
atus, they play an important role in plasma modeling [81].
Both families of the transport coefficients, the bulk and the
flux, are discussed for electrons in CO in the present study.

In the present work we extend the study of electron trans-
port in CO under hydrodynamic conditions by considering the
electrons under non-hydrodynamic conditions in an idealized
SST setup. A stream of electrons emitted from one of the elec-
trodes enters and ionizes the CO gas, and at a sufficiently large
distance x, the equilibrium state forms [55, 65]. In this spatial
region, it is usually assumed that the electron number density
may be represented as

n(x)∼ n0 exp(αeffx) , (7)

where αeff is the effective Townsend ionization coefficient.
The approximate expression for the effective Townsend ion-
ization coefficient may be derived by substituting equation (7)
into equation (3) and assuming that gradients of the electron
number density are small [82, 83]. The expression is given by

αeff =
W
2DL

±

√(
W
2DL

)2

− νeff
DL

, (8)

where νeff,W andDL are hydrodynamic values of the effective
ionization frequency, bulk drift velocity and bulk longitudinal
diffusion coefficient, respectively. It is legitimate to omit the
plus sign in equation (8) for an infinite gas while in the pres-
ence of the electrodes, both roots are required [84]. As we con-
sider an idealized SST experiment, where the stream of elec-
trons is produced by an emitting boundary in the half-space,

we apply the form of equation (8), in which the positive root
is dismissed.

4.2. BE analysis

Different methods are applied to solve the BE

∂t f+ v ·∇rf−
e0
m
E ·∇vf= C( f) (9)

for electron swarms in a background gas with density N and
acted upon by a constant electric field, E. Here, f(r,v, t) is
the electron velocity distribution function (EVDF), r, v and
t are the position, velocity and time, respectively, m denotes
the electron mass and C( f ) is the linear collision operator.
The numerical approaches include a multi-term method for
the solution of equation (9) under spatially homogeneous and
SST conditions, respectively, as well as the Sn method applied
to a density gradient expansion of the EVDF. These methods
differ in their initial physical assumptions and in the numer-
ical algorithms used and provide different properties of the
electron swarms. In all BE methods, however, we assume iso-
tropic electron scattering in all inelastic collision processes
and that the kinetic energy available after each ionization event
is shared equally between the two electrons in accordance
with [85].

Details of the different BE methods have been discussed
in [45], and we just provide a brief discussion below.

In the present investigations, the electric field is parallel
to the x-axis and points in negative direction, E=−Eex. We
assume that the electrons have reached a hydrodynamic regime
characterizing a state of equilibrium of the system where the
effects of collisions and forces are dominant, the EVDF has
lost all memory of the initial state and the transport properties
of the electrons do not change with time t and distance x any
longer.

4.2.1. Multi-term method. In the multi-term approach
labeled BE MT in the following, we start from the time-
dependent, spatially homogeneous version of the BE (9).
We assume that the electrons have reached the hydro-
dynamic regime and their number density changes with time
according to n(t)∝ exp(νefft). Then, f(v, t) = f̂(v)n(t) and
∂t f(v, t)/n(t) = νeff f̂(v), so that the microscopic and macro-
scopic properties of the electrons result from the solution of
the time-independent, spatially homogeneous BE for f̂(v).
This distribution function is symmetric around the direction
of the electric field, f̂(v) = f̂(v,vx/v), where vx is the x com-
ponent of the velocity v with magnitude v. It can be expanded
with respect to vx/v in Legendre polynomials Pk(vx/v) with
the integer k= 0, . . . , l− 1. The substitution of this expansion
into the BE finally leads to a hierarchy of partial differential
equations for the expansion coefficients fk(v). The resulting
system of equations with typically l= 8 expansion coefficients
is solved using a generalized version of the solution technique
given in [86]. Afterwards, we use the computed expansion
coefficients fk(v) to determine e.g. the flux drift velocity W⋆,
the flux transverse diffusion coefficient D(0)

T as well as the
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ionization and attachment rate coefficients νi/N and νa/N.
Explicit formulas of these transport parameters can be found
in [45].

In order to determine transport coefficients at SST condi-
tions in the multi-term approximation, we use the approach
labeled BE SST in the present investigation. Here, we start
from the time-independent, spatially 1D version of the BE (9).
As soon as the electrons have reached their equilibrium state,
their number density changes according to equation (7) and
f(x,v) = n(x)̂f(v). Consequently, vx∂x f(x,v)/n(x) = vxαeff f̂(v)
and the transport coefficients at SST conditions can again be
determined by solving a time-independent, spatially homo-
geneous BE for f̂(v). The rest of the procedure is similar to
that for the BE MT approach. Notice that the resulting set
of equations for the expansion coefficients differs from that
of the BE MT approach as soon as ionization and attachment
processes become relevant. The present multi-term approach
BE SST provides fast access to the transport coefficients at
SST conditions, but does not yield details about the spatial
relaxation towards the equilibrium state itself. The effective
ionization coefficient is given by αeff = ν(S)eff /v

(S) [45], where
ν(S)eff and v(S) are the effective ionization frequency and average
velocity at SST conditions, respectively.

4.2.2. Density gradient representation. This approach to
describe the electron swarm at hydrodynamic conditions
(labeled as BE DG below) is based on an expansion of the
EVDF with respect to spatial gradients of the electron density
n, of consecutive order. In this case, f depends on (r, t) only
via the density n(r, t) and can be written as an expansion of the
gradient operator ∇ according to

f(r,v, t) =
∞∑

j=0

F( j)(v)
j
⊙ (−∇)jn(r, t) , (10)

where the expansion coefficients F( j)(v) are tensors of order

j depending only on v, and
j
⊙ indicates a j-fold scalar

product [71].
The expansion coefficients F( j) of order j are obtained from

a hierarchy of equations for each component, all of which have
the same structure and depend on the previous orders. In par-
ticular, to obtain the transport coefficients measured in TOF
experiments, a total of five equations are required, namely
for the expansion coefficients F(0), F(1)

L , F(1)
T , F(2)

LL and F(2)
TT ,

while for the SST experiment one more equation for F(SST)
L

is required. In the present study, these equations are solved
using a variant of the finite elements method given in [87] in
a (v,cosθ) grid.

From the above expansion coefficients we obtain two sets of
transport coefficients: the flux coefficients, neglecting the con-
tribution of non-conservative processes and equivalent to those
obtained by the BE MT approach described in section 4.2.1,
and the bulk coefficients including a contribution from ioniz-
ation and attachment. The latter are, the bulk drift velocity,

W=W⋆ +

ˆ
νeff(v)F(1)

x (v)dv (11)

and the longitudinal and transverse components of the diffu-
sion tensor,

DL =

ˆ
vxF(1)

x (v)dv+
ˆ

νeff(v)F(2)
xx (v)dv (12)

DT =
1
2

(ˆ
vTF

(1)
T (v)dv+

ˆ
νeff(v)F

(2)
TT (v)dv

)
(13)

with vT the transverse component of the velocity vector. Note
that the first terms of the right-hand side of equations (11)–(13)
are the flux component. Further details can be found in [45].

4.3. Monte Carlo simulation technique

In Monte Carlo simulations, we follow a large number of elec-
trons (usually between 105 and 106, depending on simulation
conditions) through CO gas under the influence of a uniform
electric field. The Monte Carlo computer code is designed
for simultaneous monitoring of a swarm of electrons under
TOF and SST conditions. The electrons are released from the
emitting boundary, which plays the role of the emitting cath-
ode, with some initial velocity distribution and mean start-
ing energy. The presence of electrons does not perturb the
background CO molecules from the thermal equilibrium. The
thermal motion of the background COmolecules is considered
and implemented in the code using the procedure proposed
by Ristivojević and Petrović [88]. Space charge effects and
the screening of the externally applied electric field are neg-
lected. Electrons acquire energy from the electric field and
superelastic collisions, and dissipate this energy in elastic and
inelastic collisions. It is presumed that collisions are binary
and instantaneous. The scattering of electrons is isotropic for
all kinds of collisions, regardless of the energy of the elec-
trons. In case of electron attachment, the electrons are merely
removed from the swarm. As for the ionization, the avail-
able energy after ionization was distributed assuming a uni-
form distribution indicating that all fractions of the available
energy were equally probable between the primary and sec-
ondary electrons.

The position and velocity of each electron are updated after
the time step, which is obtained as a fraction of the mean col-
lision time. The exact time of collision is determined by a
numeric solution of the equation for the probability of colli-
sion of the electron. The numerical solution of this equation
involves the extensive use of random numbers. The type of
collision is also determined using random numbers along with
relative probabilities for individual collision processes and it
determines the post-collision scattering parameters, including
the speed of the electrons and the direction of motion. Details
on the Monte Carlo method used in this work may be found in
earlier publications [89, 90]. TheMonte Carlo code was cross-
checked against the numerical multi-term solutions of the BE
for a range of model and real gases, and proved to be correct
[90–92].

Under hydrodynamic conditions, the electron swarm trans-
port coefficients are calculated after the relaxation of the
swarm to the stationary state. The bulk transport coefficients,
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which are universal transport quantities, can be calculated
from the rate of change of the appropriate averages of the pos-
itions of the electrons, in configuration space [71, 78, 89]. The
number changing reaction rate, which for electrons in CO is
reduced to the effective ionization frequency, is defined by

νeff =
d
dt

(lnNe) , (14)

where Ne is the total number of electrons at time t.
As the electric field is oriented along the x-axis, the explicit

expressions

W=
d
dt

[∑Ne
j=1 xj(t)

Ne

]
, (15)

and

W⋆ =
1
Ne

Ne∑

j=1

dxj(t)
dt

, (16)

are used for determining the bulk and flux drift speeds, respect-
ively. The explicit expressions for the components of the dif-
fusion tensor are

DL =
1
2
d
dt

[
⟨x2(t)⟩− ⟨x(t)⟩2

]
, (17)

DT =
1
4
d
dt

[
⟨y2(t)+ z2(t)⟩

]
, (18)

and

D ⋆
L = ⟨xvx⟩− ⟨x⟩⟨vx⟩, (19)

D ⋆
T =

1
2
(⟨yvy⟩+ ⟨zvz⟩) (20)

where DL and DT are the bulk longitudinal and transverse dif-
fusion coefficients, respectively, while D⋆

L and D⋆
T are the cor-

responding flux values.
Under non-hydrodynamic conditions in an idealized SST

setup, the spatially resolved mean energy and average velocity
are calculated via the so-called ‘box-sampling’ [55, 58, 62].
According to this method, the x-axis is divided into a large
number of small boxes, each having a width of ∆x and being
infinite in the other spatial directions. The mean energy and/or
average velocity may be defined in kth box, i.e. between xk−
∆x/2 and xk+∆x/2 as follows:

⟨ξ⟩k =
(

1
∆x

ˆ
v

ˆ xk+∆x/2

xk−∆x/2
fSST (x,v)dxdv

)−1
1
∆x

×
ˆ
v

ˆ xk+∆x/2

xk−∆x/2
ξ fSST (x,v)dxdv

≈

⎛

⎝
Ne∑

j=1

∆t kj

⎞

⎠
−1

Ne∑

j=1

ξkj∆t
k
j , (21)

where fSST (x,v) is the steady-state distribution function, ξjk
is the value of the quantity to be sampled when the jth elec-
tron is contained in the kth box, ∆tkj is the residence time of
the electron in that box, and Ne is the number of electrons
that appear there. For more details on the Monte Carlo mod-
eling of an idealized SST experiment, the reader is referred
to [55, 58, 62, 63].

5. Results and discussion

The bulk drift velocity, bulk longitudinal diffusion coefficient
and the ionization frequency of electrons in CO have been
measured in the range of the reduced electric field from 2Td to
1603Td at a gas temperature T of 293K. The pressure of the
gas amounted between 11.8 Pa and 1010 Pa in the TOF meas-
urements. In addition to the electron swarm transport coeffi-
cients resulting from the experiment via the fitting procedure
described in section 2, we present corrected values of these
measured data resulting from a procedure briefly described at
the end of section 2 and detailed in [46].

After a discussion of previous measurements in section 5.1
and remarks about conditions considered in present kinetic
studies based on the solution of the electron BE andMC simu-
lations in section 5.2, we present our measured and kinetically
calculated transport coefficients in section 5.3. Our measured
results for each transport coefficient (uncorrected and correc-
ted values) are available in the appendix. Furthermore, the
present measured data as well as results of BE calculations
and MC simulations are provided online at [93]. The meas-
ured data can also be found at [94]. Finally, we present and
discuss our results under SST conditions in section 5.4.

5.1. Previous measurements

A limited number of experimental data sets on the drift and
diffusion of electrons in CO exists in the literature. One of
the earliest measurements of the drift velocity and transverse
characteristic energy at room temperature, were those car-
ried out by Skinker and White [95]. The drift velocity data
of Pack et al [77] were obtained from measurements of elec-
tron transit times in a double-shutter drift tube between 77K
and 443K. A similar experimental technique was used by
Nakamura for measurements of the drift velocity and longit-
udinal diffusion coefficient over the range of E/N from 0.3 Td
to 300 Td at room temperature [75]. Warren and Parker [96]
employed the modified SST experiment with a segmented col-
lector plate to measure the ratio of the transverse diffusion
coefficient to mobility. Wagner et al [97] measured the drift
velocity and longitudinal diffusion coefficient in a drift tube
using the TOF principle. The full description of the design
and operation of the drift tube used by Haddad and Milloy
for measurements of the drift velocity [73] was given by Hux-
ley and Crompton [70]. Using the Bradbury–Nielsen tech-
nique, which was described in great details by Huxley and
Crompton, Petrović and Crompton measured the drift velocity
[74]. Roznerski and Leja measured the drift velocity using
the modified Bradbury–Nielsen TOF technique [98]. In this
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Figure 4. Isotropic (panels (a), (b)) and first anisotropic (c), (d) components of the EVDF for TOF or SST conditions, at two values of the
reduced electric field ((a), (c): 500 Td; (b), (d): 2000 Td) computed with the BE MT and BE DG methods.

experiment, the standard Bradbury–Nielsen type of coplanar
grid system [99–102] was replaced by a double grid system
with the electrical shutters operated by an AC voltage applied
between the adjacent grids. Measurements of the transverse
characteristic energy by Petrović and Crompton were made
by the Townsend–Huxley method using the apparatus with the
fixed distance between the electrodes, and by the apparatus
whose cathode-anode separation and anode configuration can
be varied [74]. The experimental setup initially developed by
Virr et al [103] was used by Saelee and Lucas [76] and by
Lakshminarasimha et al [104] tomeasure the drift velocity and
transverse characteristic energy.

The ionization coefficient was determined bymeasuring the
pre-breakdown current in uniform fields at different pressures.
In the same work of Bhalla and Craggs [105] first measure-
ments of the rate coefficient for electron attachment were per-
formed. The ionization coefficient was also measured by Dav-
ies and Williams [106] and by Parr and Moruzzi [107]. The
data are taken from the LxCat database [108].

5.2. Simulation conditions

The kinetic studies of electron transport in CO, under both
hydrodynamic and non-hydrodynamic conditions, cover a
range of reduced electric field, E/N, between 0.01 Td and
2000Td. The number of electrons in our Monte Carlo sim-
ulations under hydrodynamic conditions was varied between
2.5× 105 and 1× 106 depending on the applied E/N. Under

non-hydrodynamic conditions in an idealized SST setup, how-
ever, the number of electrons was varied between 1× 105 and
5× 105, depending on the distance between the electrodes
and the applied E/N. The gas temperature was 293K while
the pressure was assumed to be 1 Torr. In section 5.4 we
show the results of our study under hydrodynamic conditions,
where the electron swarm transport coefficients are presen-
ted as a function of the reduced electric field E/N. In section
5.4, however, we present the results of our study under non-
hydrodynamic conditions in an idealized SST setup, where the
electron swarm transport properties are given as a function of
E/N, while the spatial relaxation profiles of the mean energy
and average velocity are presented as a function of the spatial
position x. Due to the absence of three-body processes the Nx
scaling applies here, whereN is the gas number density. Under
non-hydrodynamic conditions in an idealized SST setup, the
electrons are released from the cathode assuming two different
sets of initial conditions: (i) the beam initial velocity distribu-
tion with starting mean energies of 0.1 eV, 1 eV and 10 eV, and
(ii) the Maxwell–Boltzmann initial velocity distribution with
the same starting mean energies.

The electron distribution functions for TOF and SST condi-
tions are practically the same at low E/N. As non-conservative
processes become important, the distributions become increas-
ingly different for TOF conditions with a small fraction
of the electron swarm obtaining very high kinetic energies
ε= mv2/2. This can be seen in figure 4 where the first two
expansion coefficients of the EVDF in Legendre polynomials,
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Figure 5. Comparison of the present measurements and kinetic calculations of the bulk drift velocity with other available experimental
data. ‘Present experiment’ corresponds to the uncorrected experimental data. The corrected data are not presented here because of minor
correction factors for the bulk drift velocity. Panel (a) shows a comparison over the range of E/N from 1Td to 100 Td. Panel (b) shows a
comparison over the range of E/N from 100Td to 2000 Td.

computed in TOF or SST conditions are compared for two val-
ues of E/N, 500 Td when the two distributions are still very
close and 2000 Td, the largest E/N considered. The results are
obtained with both BE methods, with a very good agreement.
A similar behavior was reported with pulsed discharges in air
[66]. The figure allows a visual comparison of the amplitudes
of the f 0 and f 1 components. We observe that for low kinetic
electron energies f1 < f0 but as ε increases, the f 1 component
becomes dominant, f1 ! f0, showing that the high energy tail
is pointed forward.

5.3. Electron swarm transport coefficients under
hydrodynamic conditions

5.3.1. Drift velocity. In figure 5 we show the present experi-
mental values of the drift velocity as a function of the reduced
electric field E/N. They cover the E/N range 2Td" E/N"
1603Td and are compared with our modeling results and
other available experimental swarm data. Ourmodeling results
includeMC and BEDG calculations for the bulk drift velocity.

The agreement between our experimental results and those
measured by Pack et al [77] is within 5% over the E/N range
2Td" E/N" 20Td, while for smaller E/N values our res-
ults are lower by rather more than 10%. We also find fair
agreement with the results of Wagner et al [97] between 3 Td
and 12 Td, with the exception of a few experimental points
below 3Td where the scatter in their data is between 4% and
7%. The present experimental results are in good agreement
with the measurements of Saelee and Lucas over the E/N
range 100Td" E/N" 500Td [76], where the maximal dis-
crepancy between the two sets of data does not exceed 5%.
For E/N" 100Td, however, the results of Saelee and Lucas
are above the present experimental results by up to 10%. The
results of Nakamura [75] are lower than the present experi-
mental data by up to 5% between 2 Td and 20Td and between
40Td and 300Td. Over the E/N range 20Td" E/N" 40Td
the agreement is slightly deteriorated and lies within 8%. The

agreement between the present experimental results and those
of Roznerski and Leja [98] are within 4% between approxim-
ately 2 Td and 15 Td, and within 7% between 15 Td and 30 Td,
while for the remaining higher values of E/N the agreement
is better and lies within 1%. The present experimental results
are in excellent agreement with the measurements of Haddad
and Milloy (within 1%) [73], and with the data of Petrović
and Crompton (within 1%) with the exception of a few points
below 5Td [74]. The largest discrepancy with respect to the
present experimental results is found for the data of Skinker
andWhite [95] by up to 25%, but one should bear in mind that
this is one of the earliest measurements of the electron swarm
data in CO with a large experimental error. Thus, we can con-
clude that, except for the data of Skinker and White [95], the
present experimental results agree fairly well with all other
available measurements. The discrepancy between the present
experimental results and other available measurements may be
attributed to a number of reasons, including the precision of the
individual experimental setups, the presence of impurities in
drift chambers, issues associated with the control of gas pres-
sure in the chamber and current in the system of electrodes,
thermal effects and diffusion cooling, and the interpretation
of the drift velocity in various experimental setups when non-
conservative processes are operative.

In figure 6 we show the comparison between the present
experimental results andmodeling results for the drift velocity.
The present experimental data and the calculated bulk drift
velocity generally agree very well over the entire range of E/N
considered in this work. This indicates that the experiment-
ally observed quantities in the scanning drift tube apparatus
are the bulk transport coefficients. The differences between
the bulk and flux values of the drift velocity become larger
than 1% for E/N! 130Td, and continue to increase, reaching
a value of approximately 35% in the limit of the largest E/N
considered. This is a clear indication of the explicit effects
of ionization processes on the transport coefficients. The
production of new electrons by ionization shifts the swarm’s
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Figure 6. Comparison of the flux and bulk drift velocities,
calculated using a Monte Carlo simulation technique and numerical
solutions of the Boltzmann equation, and the present experimental
values. ‘Present experiment’ corresponds to the uncorrected
experimental data.

center of mass forward, which in turn enhances the measur-
able drift velocity. On the other hand, the explicit contribution
of electron attachment to the measurable drift velocity was not
observed.

For the flux drift velocity, the MC results are in excellent
agreement with those obtained by the BEMTmethod over the
entire range of E/N. We see that the calculations of the flux
drift velocity using the BEDGmethod tend to lie a little below
the remaining two sets of data. The discrepancy at approxim-
ately 150 Td is around 1% and continues to increase to 3.7% in
the limit of the largest E/N considered in the present work. For
the bulk drift velocity, our modeling results, including those
obtained by the MC and BE DG methods, compare well with
the present experimental results with the exception of a few
points below 5Td. As can be seen from figure 5, the disagree-
ment between our MC and BE DG calculations, and meas-
urements of Pack et al [77], Wagner et al [97] and Petrović
and Crompton [74] is also evident for E/N" 5Td. The exper-
imental data of Roznerski and Leja [98], and Nakamura [75]
are slightly more consistent with our modeling results, but still
our results are below these measurements. In this low E/N
range, the present experimental data tend to lie a little above
the results of the present calculations, indicating the need for
further refinement of the cross section for momentum transfer.
At such low E/N, the exchange of momentum is controlled by
rotational excitations. As recently discussed by Vialetto et al
[32], one needs to implement the anisotropic scattering for the
dipole-rotational collisions in Monte Carlo simulations and/or
BE solutions to achieve better agreement between the meas-
ured and the calculated drift velocity. That remains the sub-
ject of future work. On the other hand, the agreement between
the present experimental results and the calculated bulk drift
velocity for E/N! 5Td is within 3%with the exception at the
higher end of the E/N range, where experimental data are up
to 4% larger.

Figure 7. Comparison of the present measurements and kinetic
calculations of the bulk longitudinal characteristic energy with other
available experimental data. We present the uncorrected (‘Present
experiment’) and corrected experimental data.

5.3.2. Diffusion coefficients. In figure 7 we show the vari-
ation of the longitudinal characteristic energy DL/µ as a
function of E/N. This property was not directly measured in
the scanning drift tube apparatus, but was calculated using the
experimental values of the longitudinal diffusion coefficient
and drift velocity. The present experimental results include
the two data sets, the directly measured data (‘Present exper-
iment’), and the data generated by the correction procedure
(‘Corrected experiment’). Since the behavior of the diffusion
coefficients exhibits a certain sensitivity with respect to the
non-uniform response of the detector in our measurements,
the reference results are those produced by the correction pro-
cedure. As indicated in figure 7, the present modeling res-
ults include the MC and BE DG results for the bulk values
of DL/µ. Our measurements of the NDL were performed for
E/N! 10Td since for lower values of E/N the accuracy of
the determination of NDL was remarkably decreased due to
the worse signal to noise ratio.

There were a limited number of measurements on DL/µ,
and the three known to the authors are the measurements of
Wagner et al [97], Saelee and Lucas [76], and Nakamura [75].
The TOF measurements of Wagner et al are given for lower
values of E/N and outside the range in which our measure-
ments were performed. Comparing experimental results of
Wagner et al and our modeling results, we observe a fairly
good agreement with MC results. This result can be under-
stood by the fact that both the longitudinal diffusion coef-
ficient DL and the electron mobility µ are inversely propor-
tional to the total momentum transfer cross section, making
their ratio to become less sensitive to variations in this cross
section [32]. The discrepancy between our experimental res-
ults and those of Saelee and Lucas ranges from about 1% at
60 Td to about 20% at 150 Td and within 7% over the E/N
range 150Td" E/N" 500Td. The agreement between our
experimental data and those published by Nakamura is within
10% for E/N" 100Td, while for larger values of E/N the
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Figure 8. Comparison of the flux and bulk longitudinal diffusion
coefficients, calculated using a Monte Carlo simulation technique
and numerical solutions of the Boltzmann equation, and the present
experimental values. The uncorrected (‘Present experiment’) and
corrected experimental data are included.

agreement is deteriorated reaching the discrepancy of up to
30% at 240 Td. Comparing the present experimental and mod-
eling results, the BE DG results agree better with the present
measurements for E/N" 60Td and for E/N! 500Td, while
MC results are in better agreement with the corresponding
experimental data for the remaining intermediate values of
E/N. It is important to note here that the application of the cor-
rection procedure to our experimental results leads to a much
better agreement with both the previously measured data and
the present modeling results, e.g. the calculated bulk values of
DL/µ.

The comparison between the present experimental and
modeling results for the longitudinal diffusion coefficient is
shown in figure 8. As for the drift velocity, the current experi-
mental results agree much better with the bulk values of NDL,
indicating that the experimentally observable quantities are
the bulk transport coefficients. In relation to the drift velo-
city, the longitudinal diffusion coefficient exhibits a slightly
higher sensitivity with respect to the explicit effects of ioniza-
tion. At 130 Td the differences between the flux and bulk val-
ues are approximately 1%, but with a further increase in E/N,
the number of electrons increases due to ionization, which in
turn enhances diffusion along the longitudinal direction. As a
result, the difference between the flux and bulk values in the
limit of the largest E/N is around 50%. On the other hand, the
influence of electron attachment was insignificant for all E/N
studied.

Comparing the drift velocity (figure 6) and the longitud-
inal diffusion coefficient (figure 8), the agreement between the
corrected experimental results and modeling results is worse
for the longitudinal diffusion coefficient. Between 10 Td and
60Td, our measurements agree within 10% with the BE DG
results, while over the intermediate E/N range 60Td" E/N"
350Td, the agreement is better with the MC results and lies
within 17%. For the remaining higher values of E/N, our

corrected experimental results are again in a better agreement
with the BE DG results. Comparing MC and BE DG results,
for E/N! 50Td the agreement between the flux values is very
good. The disagreement between the MC and BE DG results
for the bulk longitudinal diffusion coefficient at higher E/N is
within 5%. One of the striking results illustrated by figure 8 is
a disagreement between the MC and BE DG results between
approximately 0.1 Td and 40Td. Despite several checks of the
numerical procedures involved, we do not understand the ori-
gin and nature of the observed difference. This remains the
subject of future work.

In figure 9 we show the variation of the transverse char-
acteristic energy DT/µ as a function of E/N. This property
was not measured in the scanning drift tube apparatus and
here we present our modeling results only. The modeling res-
ults include MC and BE DG results for the bulk and flux val-
ues of DT/µ. The calculated bulk values of DT/µ are in good
agreement (within 3%) with the experimental data of Petrović
and Crompton [74] between 50 Td and 120 Td, while at lower
values of E/N the agreement is deteriorated reaching the dis-
crepancy of 9% at 1 Td. The agreement between the present
modeling results and those measured by Skinker and White
[95] is relatively good (within 6%) for E/N! 10Td, with the
two exceptions at approximately 20 Td and 45Td, where the
agreement is slightly deteriorated and is within 8%. Over the
E/N range 1" E/N" 10Td our results are lower by up to
9%. There are larger discrepancies with the results of War-
ren and Parker [96] over the E/N range 8Td" E/N" 100Td.
For E/N" 8Td the discrepancy between our calculated bulk
values of DT/µ and those measured by Warren and Parker
are huge as the measurements were performed at a gas tem-
perature of 77K, while our calculations were performed at
293K. The agreement between our modeling results and those
measured by Lakshminarasimha et al [104] is within 10%
with the exceptions at the edges of the E/N range where the
agreement is slightly deteriorated. It should be noted that over
the E/N range 300Td" E/N" 1200Td the measurements
of Lakshminarasimha et al are in better agreement with the
BE DG results than with those obtained by applying the MC
method. The comparison between our modeling results and
the available experimental data reveals that our calculations
are systematically below the experimental data. This clearly
indicates the need for further refinement of the cross sections,
especially the treatment of cross sections for dipole rotational
excitations. The implementation of anisotropic scattering for
dipole rotational excitations would improve the balance of
momentum and energy within the lower E/N values.

The comparison between the individual methods for calcu-
lating the transverse diffusion coefficient is shown in figure 10.
Comparing the transverse diffusion coefficient on one side,
and the drift velocity and longitudinal diffusion coefficient on
the other side, we observe that the transverse diffusion coef-
ficient is somewhat less sensitive with respect to the expli-
cit influence of ionization. We observe that the difference
between the flux and bulk values of the transverse diffusion
coefficient is not discernible below 130Td. This difference
increases with increasing E/N and reaches a value of about
35% at the largest E/N considered. As in the case of the drift
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Figure 9. Comparison of the present kinetic calculations of the bulk
transverse characteristic energy with other available experimental
data.

Figure 10. Comparison of the flux and bulk transverse diffusion
coefficients, calculated using a Monte Carlo simulation technique
and numerical solutions of the Boltzmann equation.

velocity and the longitudinal diffusion coefficient, it was found
that the explicit influence of electron attachment on the trans-
verse diffusion coefficient is negligible.

The overall agreement between individual modeling results
for the transverse diffusion coefficient is good over the entire
range of E/N. In particular, the MC and BE DG results for
the flux values of NDT agree within 2.5% up to approximately
500 Td. Within the same E/N range, the agreement between
the MC and BE MT results is slightly lower and is less than
5%. While the MC results are slightly less consistent with the
BE DG and BEMT results at higher values of E/N, the agree-
ment between the BE DG and BE MT results is rather good.

5.3.3. Rate coefficients. Figure 11 displays the ionization
rate coefficient ki = νi/N and the attachment rate coefficient

Figure 11. Comparison of the ionization and attachment rate
coefficients, calculated using a Monte Carlo simulation technique
and numerical solutions of the Boltzmann equation. The critical
electric field is 69 Td.

ka = νa/N, where νi and νa denote the swarm average ioniza-
tion and attachment frequencies, respectively. The MC results
and those obtained by solving the BE agree very well. The
critical electric field is defined as the E/N value for which
the rate coefficient for ionization is equal to the rate coeffi-
cient for attachment. For electrons in CO, the critical electric
field is approximately 69 Td, indicating that the production of
free electrons by ionization dominates the loss of electrons
by attachment for E/N! 69Td. Although the critical electric
field is 69 Td, the explicit contribution of ionization to the drift
and diffusion of electrons in CO does not become apparent
until 130 Td. This could be understood by considering the vari-
ation of the rate coefficients for the electron attachment and
ionization over the E/N range 69Td" E/N" 130Td. Within
thisE/N range, ionization and electron attachment are compet-
itive processes with individual contributions that largely can-
cel each other out. Similar arguments can be used to under-
stand the insignificant contribution of electron attachment to
drift and diffusion for the E/N values that are lower than the
critical electric field. In this case the transport modification by
the explicit influence of electron attachment is prevented by
the production of free electrons in ionizing collisions.

5.4. Electron swarm transport properties in an idealized SST
setup

In this section we present results showing the spatially
resolved electron swarm transport properties under non-
hydrodynamic conditions in an idealized SST setup. Figure 12
displays the exponential growth of the electron number, in
the region between the electrodes, as a function of E/N. The
electrons are released from the cathode assuming an initial
beam velocity distribution, with a starting energy of 1 eV.
We observe that the growth rate of the number of electrons
increases with increasing E/N, indicating that the electrons
increasingly ionize CO molecules.
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Figure 12. Exponential growth of the number of electrons in an
idealized SST setup as a function of E/N.

Using a Monte Carlo simulation technique, the density-
reduced effective Townsend ionization coefficient αeff/N in an
idealized SST setup can be calculated in two ways. Accord-
ing to the first method, αeff/N can be calculated by subtract-
ing the density-reduced SST attachment coefficient η/N from
the density-reduced SST ionization coefficient α/N at every
spatial position xk. In the present work, there are ten channels
for ionizing COmolecule and just one channel for dissociative
attachment. Therefore, the effective SST ionization coefficient
was calculated from

αeff =

∑10
i=1N

i
k−N a

k

∆xNe(xk)
, (22)

where N i
k denotes the number of ionizing collisions for every

channel i,N a
k is the number of collisions leading to dissociative

attachment, ∆x is the width of the spatial box, and Ne(xk) is
the number of the resident electrons in the kth box. The second
method is based on the fact that ln(Ne,2/Ne,1) becomes linear
as a function of x and α can be determined from the slope of
the linear regression according to the equation:

ln
(
Ne,2

Ne,1

)
= αd, (23)

whereNe,2 andNe,1 are the number of electrons at the positions
x2 and x1, respectively, and d= x2 − x1. The same procedure
was used to determine the SST attachment coefficient η, where
the slope is negative. The density-reduced Townsend ioniza-
tion coefficient α/N was determined in low-current electrical
discharges under SST conditions many times in the past using
the similar approach: usually the dependence of ln(I/I0) on
the electrode gap distance is measured for various E/N val-
ues, where I is the discharge current and I0 is the initial current
at the cathode. Examples include the recent measurements of
α/N in gas mixtures of He with N2 [109], Ar with N2 [110]
as well as the recent measurements of αeff/N in C5 perfluor-
inated ketone and its mixtures with air [111]. In the present
modeling of an idealized SST setup, we have observed that

Figure 13. Comparison of the present measurements and kinetic
calculations of the density-reduced effective Townsend ionization
coefficient with other available experimental data. We present the
uncorrected (‘Present experiment’) and corrected experimental data.

the agreement between the two methods is very good, except
for the lowest values of E/N, where the number of ioniz-
ing collisions is significantly reduced. Under these conditions,
electron-impact ionization collisions can be characterized as
rare processes, which inevitably results in a deterioration of
the statistics. In what follows, and in addition to the BE MT
results, the MC results for αeff/N were determined from the
spatial profiles of the number of electrons.

In figure 13 we show the variation of the density-reduced
effective Townsend ionization coefficient αeff/N with E/N.
The present experimental data for αeff/N, are derived from the
set of the measured data {νeff/N,W,NDL} and equation (8).
The results are compared with previous measurements and
the present modeling results. The present modeling results
include the MC and BE MT calculations under SST condi-
tions (BE SST), while the MC and the BE DG results under
hydrodynamic conditions (e.g. the MC Hydro and the BE DG
Hydro) are derived from the set of the calculated transport
coefficients {νeff/N,W,NDL} and equation (8). The experi-
mental data of Bhalla and Craggs [105] are given between
approximately 105 Td and 273 Td, while the experimental data
of Davies and Williams [106] and Parr and Moruzzi [107]
are given over the E/N ranges, 122Td" E/N" 182 Td, and
106Td" E/N" 135 Td, respectively. The recommended data
for α/N of Raju [112] extend over a much broader range
of E/N, e.g. 125Td" E/N" 1500Td. The present experi-
mental values of α/N tend to lie a little above the previous
measurements of Bhalla and Craggs [105] and Davies and
Williams [106]. At lower values of E/N, the differences are
up to 30%. However, as E/N increases, the difference between
these two data sets is reduced. Comparing the present exper-
imental results and those recommended by Raju [112], we
observe the similar trend for E/N< 400Td. For E/N higher
than approximately 400 Td, the agreement between the present
experimental data and Raju’s recommended data is good and
it is better than 10%. Comparing between our experimental
and our experimental corrected data, we observe that Raju’s
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Figure 14. Spatial relaxation of the mean energy for electrons in CO over a range of E/N. Calculations are performed by a Monte Carlo
simulation technique. The electrons are released from the cathode assuming an initial beam velocity distribution at an average starting
energy of 0.1 eV.

Figure 15. Spatial relaxation of the average velocity for electrons in CO over a range of E/N. Calculations are performed by a Monte Carlo
simulation technique. The electrons are released from the cathode assuming an initial beam velocity distribution at an average starting
energy of 0.1 eV.

recommended data agree much better with the uncorrected
data.

For E/N< 300Td the agreement between the present
experimental and modeling results is very good and lies
within 5%. For higher values of E/N the present exper-
imental data agree very well with the modeling results
(within 10%), particularly with the MC SST results. The
agreement is slightly deteriorated at the three highest val-
ues of E/N (between 1300 Td and 1500Td), between
the corrected experimental data and modeling results. It
should be noted that there is excellent agreement between
the MC and BE DG results, when αeff/N is calculated
from the set of transport coefficients {νeff/N,W,NDL} and
equation (8).

Figures 14 and 15 display relaxation profiles of the mean
energy and average velocity over the E/N range 1Td" E/N<
10 Td, as indicated on each panel. In both figures the electrons
are released from the cathode assuming an initial beam velo-
city distribution, with a starting energy of 0.1 eV. The behavior
of the mean energy and average velocity, and other transport
properties is not considered in close vicinity of the anode. As
electrodeswere assumed to be perfectly absorbing in our simu-
lations, the mean energy and average velocity sharply increase
in the immediate vicinity of the anode. A similar behavior of
spatially resolved mean energy in the immediate vicinity of
a fully or partially absorbing anode was observed for model
gases [113, 114], atomic gases [56–58, 62, 115, 116] and in
O2 at conditions typical of abnormal glow discharges [117].
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Figure 16. Spatial relaxation of the mean energy for electrons in CO at E/N= 2.1 Td. The calculations are for two different sets of initial
conditions, including the initial beam velocity distribution (panel (a)) and a Maxwell initial velocity distribution (panel (b)), assuming
starting mean energies of 0.1 eV, 1 eV and 10 eV, as indicated on the graph.

In figures 14 and 15, the oscillatory feature in the spa-
tial relaxation profiles of mean energy and average velocity is
clearly evident. However, for E/N< 1 Td or E/N> 10 Td, the
oscillatory feature in the relaxation profiles of the mean energy
and average velocity is firstly significantly reduced, and then
completely removed. In addition, we have observed weak and
irregular oscillations in the early stage of the spatial relaxa-
tion (i.e. in the close proximity to the fully absorbing cathode)
of the mean energy and average velocity over the E/N range
130Td< E/N< 460 Td.

The relaxation profiles of the mean energy and average
velocity in CO are to a large extent consistent with earlier
investigations on this topic for other molecular gases, includ-
ing CH4 [65], CF4 [56] and synthetic air [66]. Firstly, we have
observed a ‘window’ of E/N, where the spatially resolved
transport properties exhibit oscillatory behavior as they relax
towards the stationary state far downstream from the cath-
ode. As shown in figure 16, this limited range of E/N, where
the oscillatory feature in the spatial relaxation profiles takes
place, depends on the initial conditions in the simulation. On
the other hand, the spatially uniform values of mean energies
are independent of the initial conditions. Secondly, the spatial
relaxation characteristics, including the period and amplitude
of the oscillations, and the equilibration length, are distinct-
ively dependent on the applied E/N.

The spatial relaxation of the electrons and its characterist-
ics, are controlled by the complex interplay between the colli-
sional energy loss mechanisms. For E/N< 1 Td, the most fre-
quent collisions between the electrons and CO molecule are
elastic collisions, and inelastic collisions that lead to the rota-
tional excitations. The elastic collisions produce monotonic
relaxation to a spatially uniform state, by virtue of continu-
ous energy losses in such processes. The presence of rota-
tional excitations does not alter this physical picture as the
mean energy of the electrons is much greater than the energy
thresholds for the majority of rotational excitations. Thus, the
oscillations in the spatial profiles of the mean energy and

average velocity over the E/N range of 1Td" E/N< 10 Td,
are induced by the ‘discrete’ energy losses associated with
the vibrational excitations of CO molecule. However, as E/N
increases, the collision frequency for the vibrational excita-
tions of CO molecule increases. As a consequence, the elastic
collisions in association with a large number of inelastic colli-
sions that lead to the vibrational excitations, dampen the oscil-
latory behavior of the mean energy and average velocity. The
period of oscillations is inversely proportional to the electric
field strength, and an energy threshold that is a composite of
several closely-lying vibrational excitations that control the
relaxation process. Comparing to the spatial relaxation of the
electrons in CH4 [65], the spatial relaxation of the electrons in
CO occurs much faster at lower values of E/N. This could be
understood by considering the cross sections for electron scat-
tering in CO, which favors faster relaxation. In addition, the
spatial relaxation of electrons in CH4 was considered using a
significantly simplified set of cross sections, without ioniza-
tion, electron attachment and rotational excitations. In other
words, the set of cross sections used by Li et al [65] was not
complete.

Figure 16 shows relaxation profiles of the mean energy
for E/N= 2.1 Td, assuming two different sets of initial con-
ditions, including the beam initial velocity distribution with
mean starting energies of 0.1 eV, 1 eV and 10 eV (the first row),
and a Maxwell velocity distribution with the same starting
mean energies (the second row). In the first row of figure 16,
where the beam initial velocity distribution is used for the ini-
tial conditions, we observe that increasing the mean starting
energy from 0.1 eV to 1 eV reduces the equilibration length
andmakes the relaxation faster. Themodulation amplitude and
the period of oscillations are reduced with the exception of
the first peak in the immediate vicinity of the cathode. Further
enhancement of the mean starting energy to 10 eV modifies
the spatial relaxation such that continuous energy loss mech-
anisms are dominant and relaxation is again monotonic. When
a Maxwell velocity distribution is used for the initial electrons
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at the cathode (second row of figure 16), we observe similar,
but not identical effects. In this case, when the mean starting
energy is increased from 0.1 eV to 1 eV, the oscillatory feature
in the profile of the mean energy disappears and the relaxa-
tion is monotonic. This could be explained by considering the
fact that for Maxwell’s velocity distribution, the electrons can
have awider range of velocities, so the balance between energy
gains from the field and losses in numerous binary collisions
with CO molecules is achieved faster. The same arguments
may be used to understand the differences between the spatial
profiles for the two sets of initial conditions when the mean
starting energy is 0.1 eV.

6. Concluding remarks

We have studied the electron transport in CO experiment-
ally using a scanning drift-tube apparatus as well as com-
putationally by solving the electron BE employing different
approaches and via Monte Carlo simulations under hydro-
dynamic TOF conditions. In addition numerical studies have
been carried out under non-hydrodynamic conditions in an
idealized SST setup.

The scanning drift-tube apparatus was operated under TOF
conditions allowing us to record ‘swarm maps’ initiated by
short UV laser pulses. The recorded maps of the swarms
allowed to extract the transport coefficients of the electrons
by fitting the current signals. Since the current signals are
directly related to the electron density, the extraction of the
bulk drift velocity, the bulk longitudinal diffusion coefficient
and the effective ionization frequency was performed using
the solution of the diffusion equation. Using the measured
electron swarm transport coefficients under TOF conditions,
we derived the density-reduced effective SST ionization coef-
ficient. The extracted and derived electron swarm transport
coefficients were compared with previous measurements and
modeling results over the broad range of E/N from 2Td to
1603Td. We found generally good agreement between the
present experimental and modeling results with those ori-
ginating from previous measurements. The largest deviations
between the present measurements of the drift velocity and
the corresponding results of modeling were observed in the
limit of lower values ofE/N, which indicates the possible need
for further refinement of the electron collision cross sections
for CO. The much larger deviation was observed between the
experimental values and the modeling results for the longitud-
inal diffusion coefficient, which could be expected given the
sensitivity of the detector system to the electron energy distri-
bution, on the one hand, and to the sensitivity of this transport
quantity to the energy dependence of the cross sections, on the
other hand, in the context of modeling studies. Nevertheless,
it can be concluded that the most recent set of cross sections
for electron scattering in CO proposed by Biagi in Magboltz
v11.11, although very complex and with a large number of
individual cross sections for inelastic collisions, provides a
good agreement between the experimental values of transport
coefficients and the modeling results for electrons in CO gas.
In other words, the present work indicates that the most recent

cross-sections set for electron scattering in CO fromMagboltz
v11.11, is complete because it includes all the necessary pro-
cesses, allowing the calculation of transport coefficients and
the velocity distribution function of the electrons using kin-
etic modeling. Likewise, the same set of cross sections may be
regarded as consistent since it is able to reproduce the meas-
ured values of electron swarm transport coefficients within an
order of 10% (with a few exceptions forNDL), when used as an
input in Monte Carlo simulations and for solving the electron
BE.

We have also studied the electron transport and the spa-
tial relaxation of the electrons under non-hydrodynamic con-
ditions in an idealized SST setup. In Monte Carlo simulations,
the electrons were released from the emitting boundary, which
plays a role of the cathode, with a certain velocity distribution,
and the evolution of the electrons was followed as a function
of spatial position. Following previous works on this topic, it
was shown that the spatial relaxation characteristics of trans-
port quantities, including the equilibration length, the modu-
lation amplitude and the period of oscillations, were guided
and controlled by an interplay between the collisional energy
loss mechanisms. We have found a ‘window’ of E/N between
approximately 1 Td and 10Td, for which all transport quant-
ities exhibit oscillatory behavior as they relax to the spatially
uniform state far downstream from the cathode. Comparing
beam initial velocity distribution and theMaxwell–Boltzmann
initial velocity distribution of the electrons, it was observed
that the beam initial velocity distribution affects more spatial
profiles of the mean energy and average velocity. For beam ini-
tial velocity distribution the spatial relaxation was slower, the
oscillatory feature in the spatial profiles was more pronounced
and the transition from an oscillatory to amonotonic relaxation
occurred at higher values of E/N. Finally, the density-reduced
effective Townsend ionization coefficient was evaluated dir-
ectly from the spatial profiles of the number of electrons in
an idealized SST setup and compared with the value derived
using the hydrodynamic results of the effective ionization rate
coefficient, the bulk drift velocity and the bulk longitudinal dif-
fusion coefficient. We found a fairly good agreement between
the two sets of data with the two exceptions at the highest E/N.

This study forms a sound basis for future swarm studies
on electron transport in CO. The present experimental and
modeling results offer a significant potential for future adjust-
ments and improvements of the existing cross sections for
electron scattering in CO. Likewise, the set of cross sections
used in the present work and the associated swarm data
might be gainfully applied to the modeling of electron trans-
port in radio-frequency electric and magnetic fields. Other
examples include the kinetic and fluid-equation based mod-
eling of pulsed nanosecond discharges and a variety of plasma
sources for the activation of CO2 molecules.
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Appendix

Table 1 presents both the raw experimental data and their cor-
rected counterparts for the bulk drift velocity and bulk longit-
udinal diffusion coefficient, as well as for the density-reduced
effective Townsend ionization coefficient of electrons in CO
gas. For the details of the correction procedure, see the text.
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Table 1. Measured (exptl.) and corrected (corr.) data for different
values of the reduced electric field.

W NDL αeff/N

(104 ms−1) (1023 m−1 s−1) (10−22 m2)

E/N (Td) exptl. corr. exptl. corr. exptl. corr.

2 1.08 0.82
3 1.37 1.19
4 1.56 1.42
5 1.69 1.61
6 1.83 1.78
8 1.95 1.97
10 2.09 2.13 4.27 4.35
13 2.29 2.36 4.11 4.19
16.3 2.50 2.58 3.95 3.98
20.7 2.77 2.85 3.77 3.75
25 3.05 3.14 3.81 3.77
30 3.33 3.42 3.69 3.61
38 3.78 3.88 3.68 3.59
46 4.26 4.34 3.68 3.51
55 4.80 4.91 4.01 3.97
65 5.44 5.55 4.62 4.58
75 6.08 6.17 5.71 5.44
89 7.19 7.27 8.22 7.57
100 8.21 8.20 10.66 9.60
113 9.49 9.44 13.67 12.02
127 10.93 10.86 16.74 14.94
150 13.23 13.09 20.87 18.78 0.88 1.27
178 16.12 15.93 25.05 23.16 2.25 2.17
222 20.64 20.43 30.49 29.04 5.39 5.53
284 26.47 26.33 35.97 35.87 12.18 12.01
360 34.24 34.35 41.04 42.91 26.31 25.90
460 43.51 44.09 47.31 53.07 43.90 40.68
549 51.33 52.77 53.02 62.41 60.91 56.62
637 59.40 61.39 57.70 70.46 79.86 71.49
729 66.93 70.18 59.89 76.43 97.40 87.07
811 73.08 77.30 63.07 82.43 108.51 97.17
902 81.11 86.59 66.59 89.46 129.14 112.32
995 87.62 94.78 67.79 93.56 146.93 127.87
1153 97.99 106.74 70.51 100.79 173.11 143.50
1314 106.47 117.96 70.55 103.99 195.21 158.58
1455 112.80 125.83 71.68 106.76 206.26 168.33
1603 116.20 131.67 67.36 101.93 220.71 178.27
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